Bicycles made for two...

Electric Rickshaw Trike - £999 (inc VAT)

250w 36 V Electric Adult or Child Carrier Tricycle ridden once. £500 saving off list price

- 20” wheels
- 250 w Brushless Motor
- 36 V Lithium Ion Battery 10AH
- PAS and Walk only mode
- Front Suspension
- Height adjustable handlebars and seat
- Gear System: Shimano SIS Index Tourney 6 speed rear derailleur
- Wheel Specification: Alloy rims on steel hubs
- Brakes: Front alloy “V” brakes, rear contracting band brake
- Front and back hand brake
- Handlebar and Stem: Alloy adjustable angle stem with hi-rise silver alloy handle bars.
- Additional Features: Sprung adjustable comfort saddle. Mudguards, Chain guard
- Maximum user weight 25 stone.

Our Ref: UBP 481 - Electric Rickshaw Trike
A lightly-used, fully refurbished rear steer tandem from Dutch specialists Van Raam designed for an adult and older child. The low frame design makes it easy for riders to get on and off, and the front riding position is easily adjusted for maximum comfort. A harness and adjustable handlebars make this a very safe option for the front rider too, while the upright rear position makes for a clear view of the road ahead. We love the way the ‘stoker’ can get on and off with double prop-stand in place and the way that the seat back distributes weight comfortably and lets the rider put their back into pedalling. The ‘captain’ is in charge of the gears and brakes, and on this model can operate the clutch that connects the stoker’s pedalling efforts to the transmission. Relaxing, freewheeling ride or non-stop pedalling – you decide.
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Frame: Steel powdercoated
Wheels: 20” (406)
Tyres: Puncture resistant Schwalbe Big Apple (Front), Big Apple Plus (Rear)
Brakes: V Brake (Front) Drum (Rear)
Gears: Sram 5 Speed hub
Clutch mechanism to front transmission
Dynamo
Pannier Rack
Mudguards
Centre stand and rear prop stand

Will it fit us?
Inside leg (front) 50cm to 62cm
Inside leg (rear) 77cm to 89cm

Will it fit in the shed?
Length 245cm
Width 66cm
Weight 39kg
Maximum user weight 120kg

Our Ref: UBP 212 - Van Raam Duo Doove Rear Steer Tandem Semi recumbent front position
Nijland Nindo Rear Steer Tandem - £849 (inc VAT)*

*Are you VAT Exempt? See our VAT Forms on our Downloads Page

Steel frame, powder-coated blue, front wheel 20” (406) rear 24” (540). Front frame size 31cm, suitable for inseam of 51cm to 71 cm, rear frame size 50cm, suitable for inseam 72cm to 100cm 50cm.

- ‘Dutch clutch’ mechanism allows stokers’ free wheel to be switched on and off by the captain, lever is shown mounted on captain’s stem.
- Hub gears and brakes for very low maintenance.
- Fully enclosed chains for extended transmission life and no more oily trouser legs!
- New puncture resistant tyres
- New Saddle and seat posts
- Twin leg prop stand

Perfect transport for the school run!

Our Ref: UBP 437 – Nijland Nindo Rear Steer Tandem
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**Huka Co Pilot 24” Low Step Rear Steer Tandem £1,100 (inc VAT)**

*Are you VAT Exempt? See our VAT Forms on our Downloads Page

Frame: bright blue powder coated, steel 44cm front, 54 cm rear.

Wheels: hand-built, 36 hole Halo rims, Shimano Nexus 8 (rear) Shimano Dynohub (front)

Tyres: Schwalbe Big Apple puncture resistant.

Gears: Shimano Nexus 8

Brakes: Magura HS33 hydraulic

Includes chainguard, mudguards, pannier rack and lights!

This is a very nicely made Dutch steer-from-the-rear tandem for two adults, or one adult and older child. It’s been professionally refurbished in our workshop and benefits from brand new hand-built wheels, tyres, tubes and brake pads, chain, cranks and pedals. It rides very nicely and, like all rear steers, gives the ‘stoker’ a clear view of the road ahead while the ‘captain’ retains control of steering, braking and the gears. Tandems like this are a great option for the school run as they’re great load carriers, low maintenance and fun to ride.

Our Ref: UBP 464 – Huka Co Pilot 24” Low Step Rear Steer Tandem
Van Raam Tandem – Only £699 (inc VAT)

Van Raam's cycles are all good. Their tandems in particular are amongst the best in their class and are the most comfortable and easy-to-ride available. We like the way this one has a very low frame, making it easy to get on and off and giving both riders a sense of security that isn’t found on tandems with high cross bars. Steered from the front, ‘captain’ and ‘stoker’ enjoy upright riding positions giving clear views of the road ahead. Hub gears, drum brakes and fully enclosed chains plus puncture resistant tyres mean that you’ll spend more time on the road and very little in the workshop. The Sram 7 Speed hub offers a useful spread of gears for flat terrain. This example has had very little use, the paintwork is exceptionally good and the condition of all the components suggest that it’s barely been used. Suitable for two adults, frame size 52cm/52cm.

- Frame material: steel
- Colour: metallic green/ blue
- Wheel size: 700c
- Rims: Alloy
- Brakes: Sram drums
- Gears: Sram S7
- Lights: Dynamo front, LED battery rear
- Saddles: gel sprung

Our Ref: UBP 434 - Van Raam Tandem